This is a song I made up called "I've still got you." It doesn't rhyme too much but if you add the background music to it, it sounds really good.

I always sing out I'm sorry and there's worry all over you. You say can you try to smile these wounds came from something you don't know.

The number of memories and thoughts. Start to make us rot into it too. What is the water on my shoulder? I guess it's rain or my tear drops.

The extent of me and you, was good so far. I let you in and then pushed you away. I'm so sorry, you were so nice to me. And then I turned into one of them.

It's dark in my mind. It's all because of this blood. It gets me boiling mad. Because it's affected me.
I can't win the fight It's happened to us all~
you reach your hand out to grab me
I stab you away and you even tried to save me after all of that~

The extent of me and you
was turning all into the black
I can't believe what you still dous
for me~ I've turned into one of them~

In exchange for what I've shown you,
this is what I'll do.

It's the last battle and your first throttle.
and this time I will save you.

The extent of you and me, has changed
you fought for me and this time I fought
for you~! So please! Stay with me~!

The extent of you and me, has made it our last
monstrosity~! Before the battle ends
I made sure to hold your hand~!
I can't wait to fight it's progress.

You never learn, but to help me
I step back and commit more.

If you change we re evaluate later.

The extent of our commitment
I can't please what you all want.

I can't move into the other area.

I need to stop to hear.

This is what I I'll do.

It's the part that was from the first time.

May the future time I will serve you.

The extent of you can't stop me.

Keep moving. The battery.

I have false to Imperial Roman!
This is the last time I'll ever frown to you!
Even if that's not true.
That's ok, I've still got you.
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The story to it is or meaning: A girl who's been bullied at school walks alone every day and when another girl notices her, she asks if she could try to smile? by that she means try to keep your spirit up and when she reaches for her hand it's to confirm she'll stop thinking about being bullied so she won't become one too, but she stabs her away and finds her annoying, while that girl saves her from being bullied. One day the girl who was to help the bullied girl is being hurt by bullies so the girl goes in to save her to make up for her rudeness. She did that also because it was a way to stop more bullies from accumulating. So in the end the lonely girl doesn't have to walk alone or stay home and cry about it instead of going to school because she now has a friend.